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ABSTRACT 
We investigate the number of distinct values taken by a polynomial of a fixed 
degree over a finite field EC,. Exact formulae are obtained for the number of 
polynomials of degree > 9 taking on a specified number of distinct values and for the 
corresponding variance about the mean. This extends previous results of Cohen and 
Uchiyama, who derived formulae for the average number of distinct values of such 
polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Fq[X] denote a polynomial ring in one indeterminate X over a finite 
field ffq with exactly 9 elements, and let a = deg denote the degree function 
on ~q,[X]-{O]. 
For a given polynomial f(X) E lF,,[ X], let V(f) denote the number of 
distinct values assumed by f(X) in lFq. A number of authors have considered 
the problem of estimating the average number of values taken by polynomi- 
als in a finite field. In particular Uchiyama [6] obtained an explicit value for 
the average of V(f) over polynomials of degree t for t < p, where p is the 
characteristic of EC,. More recently Cohen [l] extended the result of Uchiyama 
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to obtain a formula valid for all t and q. More precisely, if c(t) denotes the 
average value of V(f) over all manic polynomials of degree t, then 
4t) = d, (~)Fl)‘-‘c 
=q[l-(l-q-‘)q for t > q. (1.1) 
Hence as q --SW, 
The main aim of this paper is to extend (1.1) when t > q, by deriving the 
precise distribution of the number of polynomials taking a given number of 
values for t 2 q. In order to state the results we require some further 
notation. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 
V,(t)=#{fEF,[X]:fismonic,af= t,andV(f)=n}. 
We could if we wish impose the additional constraint f(O) = 0, since this 
merely reduces each V,,(t), 1 < n < y, by a factor of 4. However, we omit this 
condition, as it does not lead to any simplification of the proofs. 
The main result is as follows. 
THEOREM 2. For t >, y, 16 12 <q, 
v,(t) = p( Z)n!S(y,n); (1.2) 
where S(y, n> denotes a Stirling number of the second kind. 
In particular, while the case n = 1, t > q reduces to 4 times #(f E 
FJx]:af= t, f is manic and has 4 distinct zeros }, the case n = q gives 
the more interesting number of manic permutation polynomials of degree 
t > 9. A detailed treatment of these polynomials can be found in Lid1 and 
Niederreiter [4]. 
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In addition, Equation (1.2) can be used to derive an explicit formula for 
the variance. For convenience let fi, denote the set of all manic polynomials 
of degree t in F&X]. 
THEOREM 3. For t 2 y the variance about the mean is given by 
-$ [V(f)-Nl"=9 o-9-1)4+(vl) 
E t [ 
( 2jq_y(l_~jlll] l-; 
“y f-S =(o.o972...)q i i as q+m. 
(1.3) 
Previously, Uchiyama [7] had obtained an asymptotic estimate of the fonn 
O(y) for the variance in the case t < p, by using the Riemann hypothesis for 
L-functions. 
In addition, it may be interesting to compare the distribution (1.2) with 
that of the zeros of polynomials f E fi2,. For example, it is shown in [3] that 
the proportion of polynomials in R,, t 2 q, having tr distinct zeros follows a 
binomial probability distribution with mean 1 and variance 1 - q-l. 
2. COUNTING DISTINCT VALUES OF POLYNOMIALS 
Proof of Theorem 2. We make use of the following two results concern- 
ing values of functions over finite fields (see Lid1 and Niederreiter [4, p. 
3481): 
(i) If 0: Fq -+ Fq is any function, then there exists a unique polynomial 
g(X) E F&X], ag < 9, such that 
g(c) = O(c) for all c E l$. 
(ii) For f, g E Fq[ X] the condition f(c) = g(c) for all c E [F, holds if and 
only if 
f(X) E g(X) mod X” - X. 
Consider now any manic polynomial f(X) E E&X], af = t > q with V(f) 
=n , for 1~ n < q. By results (i) and (ii) above there exists a unique 
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polynomial g E FcI[ X], dg < q and a manic polynomial h E Eq[ X], ah = t - q 
such that 
f(X) = g(X)+(XQ- X)h(X). 
For each g E IF<,[X] there are yfpY possibilities for h(X). Thus 
Furthermore there are 4 
( 1 
ways of choosing the n possible values in IF,. 
Next, for any given set ; of n distinct values, the number of polynomials 
g E [F&X] with value set equal to these is equal to the number of surjective 
maps Eq + Y, or of so-called “q-permutations” of n distinct objects in which 
each object must appear at least once. By Comtet [2, pp. 204-2051 or Riordan 
[5, pp. 13, 911, this number is given by 
where S(q, n) denotes a Stirling number of the second kind. The result now 
follows. W 
Proof of Theorem 3. The required variance is 
Var(f)=+fxa [V(f)-u(t)12=ifEa V(f)“-u(t)“, 
E t E I 
where 
= q-([ 2 nS(q,n)q(q-l)..*(q-n+l). 
n=l 
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Also 
&En VU)” 
E f 
1 ‘? 
- c n2W) 
9f n-1 
zz 9-q i [n(n-l>+n]S(q,n)q(q-l)...(q-n+1) 
n=l 
=u(t)+91-q(9-1) t n(n-l)S(y,n)(n--2)! z:i 
n=l ( 1 
= v(t) + 9 1-q(9-l);1S(9.+![(;)-2(9;1)+(9;2)] 
= u(t) + 9 1-“(9-l)[9q-2(9-1)“+(9-2)“], 
after substituting 9,9 - 1,9 - 2 for x in the defining identity for $9, n): 
x4= ? S(9,n)n!( 3 
lI=l 
Hence 
Var(t)=q l- l-- [ ( ;)9]+9(9-l)[l-2(l-;)q+(l-i)*] 
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using the earlier-quoted formula 
which could be derived directly from Theorem 2. 
Since er = lim ,,,(l+ r/y>“, th e asymptotic behavior of Var( t ) as y + ~0 
may now be derived with the aid of I’Hospital’s rule: For example, write 
where 
Then hm x ,,f(x) = 0 = lim.,, g(x), but lim, ,,f’(x)/g’(x) = - 1. n 
The question of determining the distribution of the values of polynomials 
over the larger class 8f < t, t > q is also of interest. For convenience we do 
not restrict ourselves to the case of manic f. 
DEFINITION 4. Let 
~,“(t)=#{f~[F,,[X]:af~t withV(f)=n). 
THEOREM 5. For t z q - 1, 1 f n =G q, 
V,“(t) = (~)n!S(q,,r)q’-“f’. (2.1) 
Furthemnore the mean and variance of the number of distinct values summing 
over all manic polynomials f(X) with af < t are the same as in the case of 
polynomials f E Cl,. 
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Proof. By definition of V,*(t) and V,(t), 
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V,“(t)=(q-1) i V,(l-)+#{g(X)ElFC,[X]:8g<(/ withV(g)=n). 
r = y 
Now, using (1.2) and the proof of Theorem 2 to estimate the second quantity, 
v,:(t)=(;)n!S(y,n) (y-l) i y’-“+l 
i t = c/ i 
= ( 1 ; n!S(q, n)q’-“+‘. 
Since Vz(t>=qVn(t> for 1 <n<,<, and #If ~F~,,[xl:Jf ,< tI=9/fltI, the 
mean and variance clearly correspond to those of the case f E a,. H 
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